Absfracf-New criteria in the multiplier form are presented for the input-output stability in the &-space of a linear system with a time-varying element k ( t ) in a feedback loop. These are suf6cient conditions for the system stability and involve conditions on the shifted imaginary-axis behavior of the multipliers. The criteria permit the use of noncausal multipliers, and it is shown that this necessitates dk/dt to be bounded from above as well as from below.
T I. INTRODUCTIOK HE STABILITY properties of the system containing a linear time-invariant convolution operator G and a time-varying ga.in k(t) in cascade, in a feedback loop, have drawn a good deal of attention in the past, and the result most popularly known is the circle criterion geometrical construction, it. is highly conserva.tive in requiring the 1inea.r tra.nsfer function to be positive real. Improved results were obtained by Brocltett, and Forys [4] by employing an upper bound on the rate of time variation clk/dt and using an RC multiplier. These results were later generalized by Gruber and Willems [SI, whose criterion assured stability if there exists a multiplier Z(s) such that 1) dk/clt 6 2ak(L) and 2) Z(s)G(s) and Z(s -a) are strict<ly positive real. However, the multiplier employed here is causal, and hence is not. the most general one.
Recently, Venkatesh [6] derived some useful crit.eria involving noncausal multipliers for the absolute stability of nonlinear t.ime-varying systems and obtained result,s for linear syst.ems by a limit. process. But the anticausal terms employed in [6] are of a particular form containing poles and zeros on t.he positive real axis only. In the present paper, more genera.1 ant.icausa1 multipliers are introduced and criteria for the L2-input, Lm_-out.put stability are derived by employing a lower as well as an upper bound on dkldt. The setting of the problem is the one used by Zames [3] and t.he method of solut.ion emplovs the positive operator theory.
FORMULATION O F THE PROBLEM

A . Notutions and Definitions
It is assumed that the reader has a cert,ain familiarity with the not,ions of normed spaces, linear spaces, inner products, Banach spaces, and Banach algebra,. (Reference [7] isgood for details on t,hese.) Let R and R+ denote, respectively, the real and nonnegative real numbers. Ll is the space of all measurable real-valued functions x( e ) on R+ that have a finite Lebesgue integral; the L1-norm is defined by l i x 1 1 1 = So" (x(l) 
Lp is the space of all measurable real-valued functions x(-) on B+ which have finite energy. The inner product on Lz is defined by (x(.), y(.)) = $," x ( t ) y ( t ) dt, and the &norm is related to the inner product by IIxllp = [(x(-) , 
and is said to be strongly positive if, for some 6 > 0, (X(-) 
However, if in addition it is knou-n that H is a causal operator in Lz, it. can ea.sily be shown that
(2.8)
B. System Description
The system under consideration has the configuration in Fig. 1 
and some / 3 E R f ; (2.13) v t E R+ and some CY E R + . (2.14) Let = x, n X@.
C . The &lain Problem and the Method of Solution
The problem of interest may now be stat.ed. Given the system described by (2.9) wit.11 the related Assumptions 1 and 2, find the conditions on G which are sufficient t o ensure t,hat, the system is Lz-input, Lz-output stable, i.e., given that the input pair ul( -), % ( a ) E & and the errors el( e), ez( .) E L,,, find the conditions which emure that el(-), e2(-) E Lz.
The solution to this problem will be sought by the now well-established principle [ 3 ] of factoring the open loop int,o two positive operat,ors, one of which is strongly positive and has finite ga.in. To render flexibility to this approach, a "multiplier"
M that satisfies the following conditions: 1) M is a 1inea.r convolution operator in Lp; 2) M is invertible in L,; and 3) -y ( M ) < 03, is artificially introduced into the systenl as in Fig. 2 1-3, with E being a.n element of both Bc and @uc.2 This characterization permits the stability problem t,o be treated within the framework of this algebra.
-I n what follon7s, conditions mill be established which ensure that.: 1) M E has a suitable factorization M = &I_M+, M -E BUc and ill+ E Bc, M -and ill+ being invertible such t,hat
M G is strongly positive and has finite gain; and 3) KM-' is posit.ive.
These are sufficient 191 to prove that el( .) and e,( -) E Lz. It needs to be emphasized here that the funct,ion spaces in [9] are defined over the entire rea.1 line R, whereas they are defined over R+ here. The proof of the basic theorem in [9] holds in toto, even in the present case, since, although the functions are defined over R+, the convolution is definable over (-m , + a 
111. MATEEMATICAL PF~EL~INARIES In this section, conditions will be established for the positivity of combinations of a linear time-invariant convolution operator P defined by: 1) Px(t) = p(t)@ z(t) ; and 2) P(ju) = S[p( a ) ] , 5( -) denot,ing the Fourier transform and a timevarying gain Q having t,he following
in L, &-I is an operat.or in Lze and vice versa. A s an example, the operator Q such that q(t) = exp (-ut) , u > 0, satisfies the preceding properties 1-3. It must be noted that Q and Q-I defined as above are self-adjoint in the respective spaces of definition.
Lemma 1: If P is a causa.1 operator in Lee and Q is an operator in Lz such that: 1) P is positive (e) ; 2) QP is an operat,or in L z ; and 3) the derivative of q ( + ) exists almost everywhere, then QP is positive if g(. ) is nonnegative and monot.one nonincreasing.
Remark: Condition 2) needs some exphation. If P is an operator in Le and Q in Lp, QP in general will be an operat.or in LZ,. Horever, in cert.ain special sitaations, for example, when P is of the form P = Q-IPI with PI This corresponds to Saeks' concept of "weak causdity" 181.
being an operator i n Lz, QP will be an operator in
L2.
Proof: It is required to prove tha,t Proof: If P is causal and positive, P is posit.ive (e) from (2.8) and the lemma requires to show that
since Q is self-adjoint where PPsh is a linear convolution operator related to P bY
if the inner products in (3.4) exist.
Proof:
Lemma 4: If P and P h are defined as in t.he previous lemma,
if the indicated inner products exist,.
Proof: The proof involves simple operator manipulations and repeated applications of Lemma 3, and is hence omitted.
IV. FACTORIZATION OF OPERATORS
The importance of t,he factorization of an operator dl E (R into a suitable composition of elements of (R is apparent from Section II-C. I n this section, conditions for such a fact.orizat,ion will be enunciated. Let. ,e(@,@) be the spa.ce of all cont.inuous linear ma.ps of (R into itself and let E2 be the ident,ity of .e(@,@). Let. P+ be a projection on (R and let P-= E2 -P+. Let (R+ and @-denote, respectively, the ranges of P+ and P-. Then, conforming &h the earlier notation, it is easy t o see that Bc is t,he subspace spanned by @+ and E and Bac is the subspace spanned by (R- 
V . SOLUTION OF THE L-STABILITY PROBLEM
This sect.ion contains a few t.heorems t,ha.t provide sufficient conditions for the Lz-stability of t,he system under consideration. Theorem 3 is the major result. of t.he paper and involves noncausal nmlt.ipliers. However, Theorems 1 and 2, which, respectively, consider the introduction of causal and anticausal multipliers, provide the necessary mot.ivation for the technique employed to take into account. the effect of the timewrying gain k(t) in the otherwise time-invariant feedback loop.
Theorem 1 : If t.here is an operator dl1 in @, such that
for some nonnegative consta.nt 0, then t.he system described by (2.9), with the relat,ed Assumptions l and 2, is &stable for all K E X' .
Proof:
1) The factorizat.ion condit,ion is satisfied t.rivially since M1 E ( R , =) M l = EMl, E E aaC and M I E ( R, .
2 ) M1G is strongly positive by (5.1) and an application of Parseval's theorem. Also MIG has finite gain since g( -) E Ll and M I E =) y(ilTl) < a.
3) Positivity of
if QaaJll is posit,ive (e).
[By Lemma 1, ident,ifying P with QSsMl and Q with KQ2'-l, is a.n operator in Lz,, and, since K E Xa, k(t) exp is monotone nonincreasing. Hence, all t.he conditions of Lemma 1 are satisfied. ]
> 0, ++ x(-) E L2, and '4 T E R+, (5.5) if MlBsh is posit,ive (by Lemma 2).
Af? is indeed positive because of (5.2) and Parseval's theorem. Hence (5.5), (5.4), and (5.3) result and, in view of the observations made in Section 11-C, the syst.em is Lpstable.
Th.eorem 2: If t,here is an operator M2 in such that,
for some nonnegative constant a, then the system described by (2.9), nith t,he related Assumptions 1 a.nd 2, is L-r &able for all K E X,.
Proof:
1) M2 &ides the factorization condit.ion t.rivially
2) M2G is strongly positive from (5.6) and an application of Parseval's theorem. Also M2G hm finite gain since g( e ) E L1 and M 2 E aaC => 7(..M2) < a.
3) Posit,ivity of KM2-'. To prove 
and Mz E @a =) M2* E aC, the steps from (5.3)-(5.5) of Theorem 1 ma,y be repeated, giving t.he claimed result.) Now, positivity of (M2*)ash follows from (5.7) since
by Lemma 4.
made in Sect.ion 11-C, the system is &-stable.
Hence, (5.9) and (5.8) hold and, from the observations Theorem 3: If there is an operator M in such that
Re M2(jw + a) 2 2 0, ++ w E R (5.13)
for some nonnega,tive constants a a.nd and an arbit,rarily small positive constant e, then the system described by (2.9), with the related Assumptions 1 and 2, is &-stable
because of (5.12)-(5.14). Hence, by a.n application of Parseval's theorem, it c a n be shonm that Hence, ilf is strongly positive and by Lemma 5 the factorization condition is satisfied.
2) M G is strongly positive by (5.11) and an applica.tion of Parseval's t.heorem. Further, M G has finite gain ' sinceg(.) E L 1 a n d M E @ = ) y ( M ) < 03.
3) Positivity of KM-I:
Term I on RHS is nonnegat.ive by (5.12) according to Theorem 1, and Term I1 is nonnegative b r (5.13) a.ccording to Theorem 2. Hence, KAf-l is positive.
Thus, since all t,he conditions of the basic lemma in Zames and Falb [9] are fulfilled, the system is L2-stable.
A Few Remarks
Remark 1: Theorem 1 gives the sa.me conditions as Gruber and Willems (derived in 151 for the absolute stability problem), the most general result involving causal mult,ipliers. Theorem 3, n-hich permits ant,icausal terms in the multiplier, provides more relaxation on the phase excursions of G ( j w ) outside t,he *90" band, and hence, is a considerable improvement over [5] . Also, the present met,hod of derivation is simpler and more elegant than [5], which is derived in t,he framen-ork of Lyapunov theory.
Remark 2: Recently Venka.t.esh [6] has given a method of introducing noncausa.1 mukipliers for the absolute stability problem using the Popov approach. But the anticausal functions employed in [6] Observe that n/I,,(s) contains complex poIes and hence is not, permitted by Venkatesh [6] . Also, by using causal multipliers only, it is unlikely that a result better than (dkldt) 6 3.5 k(t) can be obtained.
VII. COWLUSION
Crit.eria for the input-out.put stability in Ls-spaces, more general t,han the already existing results, have been derived for linear t.ime-varying systems. These criteria permit noncausal multipliers to be used, and hence relax the conditions on t,he 1inea.r part t.o a great extent. A byproduct of the method of derivation has been t.he relation between the factorizabilit,y and positivity propert,ies of operators in a Banach algebra. However, t.he results of the present findings can be improved by furt,her investiga,tion along two lines: 1) derivation of similar criteria (conditions on the shifted multipliers) for systems with a timeinvariant, nonlinearity in cascade with K in Fig. 1 ; and 2) employing a global bound on clk/dt as in Freedma,n and Zames [13] instead of the local bounds used here.
